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Claim No.--

This ap eal involves a series of rocedural snarls which necessitate a remand in order 
that Claimant , which operates a hotel in 
- (Zone C), may have a fair oppo1tunity to respond to the basis for denial of its BEL 
claim. The relevant claim histo1y is this: The Settlement Program ("the SP") issued- an 
Eligibility Notice on August 8, 2013 awarding it a Compensation Amount of $233,512.10 
($700,536.30 post-RTP). The associated "Cunent/Last Review" reflected that - had 
passed the "Decline Only Revenue Pattern" of Exhibit 4B to the Settlement Agreement, and 
entered "Yes" in answer to the question "Has the Claimant provided specific documentation 
identifying factors outside the control of the Claimant [which] prevented the recovery of 
revenues in 2011 ?", referencing "Document:-,, as providing "Specific Documentation: 
Entiy of a Co~· in 2011." It did note also "Claim Fo1m Answer: No," but along with that 
Claim Form- had submitted, as the referenced Document , a set of materials 
labeled "Proof of Ent1 of a Com etitor In 2011," consisting of website 
info1mation about the ' " hotel - had, as of a June 14, 2011 website 
entiy, "recently opened" m BP app~ award, arguing that the SP had en ed 
by misclassifying several variable expenses as fixed and by not matching the revenue with the 
con esponding expenses. BP submitted an Initial Proposal of $31,500, or, alternatively, sought a 
remand for a more accurate calculation; BP repeated that position in its September 13, 2013 
Final Proposal, whereas - held out for the amounts the SP had awarded. Thereafter, 
however, the appeal was ~because of ongoing proceedings in the Fifth Circuit Comt of 
Appeals and the Disfrict Court. On May 28, 2014, the Disti·ict Comt issued an order which 
contained insti11ctions for implementation of the newly promulgated Policy 495. On July 23, 
2014, - was notified that ''your claim is being returned from the appeals process back to 
the office of the Claims Administrator for reevaluation under the matching-of-revenues-to
related-expenses rnles as recentl~d by the Comt." On remand the SP engaged in an 
extensive email exchange with - 's counsel, sequentially posing many questions and 
requesting suppo1ting documentation. In eve1y instance, it received full and complete responses 
from counsel. In its last, and extended, series of communications, the SP focused on requesting 
various data and documentation relevant to the "Customer Mix Test" of the Decline-Only 
Revenue Pattern. - 's counsel supplied eve1y thing requested and pa1ticipated in 
supplement conference calls with the assigned SP accountants. Pe1tinent to the dete1mination 
this panelist hereafter makes, at no time during that extended process did the SP raise any 
question about, or indicate it might in any way revisit, its original finding that - had 
provided sufficient documentation identifying factors outside its confrol which prevented its 
recove1y of revenues in 2011. Nonetheless, on June 18, 2015, the SP issued a Denial Notice, 
stating as the reason that - had not provided sufficient documents to satisfy any of the 
various causation tests of Bdribrt4B, including the Decline-Only Revenue Pattern. If accessed, 
the "Clment/Last Review" this time answered "No" to the question about outside factors, 
although referencing the same " ' previously found sufficient. 

- now appeals, but does so under the obvious misapprehension that the SP denied 
the claimb:'ed on a finding that - had failed in the end to submit sufficient 
documentation to satisfy the Customer Mix Test. - argues in its Opening Memorandum 



that (1) the SP 's perceived revisiting of that aspect of the claim, after applying Policy 495, 
exceeded "the limited remand," and should be disallowed by application of a vru·iation of the 
"law of the case doctrine," and (2) had in fact filed ample documentation demonstrating 
that it met the Customer Mix Test. had failed to note, if it indeed had consulted the 
Cunent/Last Review po1tal, that this trme t e SP didn't enter any response, either "Yes" or "No," 
to the questions whether- had met one of the Customer Mix Test options. Rather, having 
entered a "No" answer to the outside factors question, the SP simply did not go ftnther to 
respond to the Customer Mix Test questions. BP ru·gues in its "Opposition" that the SP "found" 
that- didn't meet either the outside factors prong or the Customer Mix Test prong, but 
the ~s reading of the revised CmTent/Last Review is that only the outside factors prong 
was addressed. BP ~int out in its Opposition that the SP answered "No" to the outside 
factors question, but-, apparently lookin~ the original answers in the Cunent/Last 
Review, where the "No" answer related only to-'s Claim Fo1m response, plows ahead in 
its Reply Memorandum to argue again how it met the Customer Mix Test. 

The panelist does not agree with- that the nature of the remand was such that the 
SP was precluded from evaluating the claim anew, after application of Policy 495. Whatever 
might be the reach of the law of the case doctrine in a conventional judicial context, here all that 
had occmTed was an administrative decision by the SP, and an appeal of that decision by BP. 
Once the appeal process was stayed, and the appeal subsequently remanded, the SP was at 
libe1iy, if not obliged, to start the full evaluation process over again. 

The panelist believes the pruticular histo1y of this claim calls for a remand so that 
- can confront, and be given the oppo1tunity to cure if it can, the deficiency the SP has 
:found in-'s documentation of the asserted factor outside of its control in the fo1m of 
the entiy of a competitor in 2011. The Denial Notice did not specify what the documentation 
deficiency was, apart from reciting the entire universe of Exhibit 4B causation tests as== 
candidates, and at no time during the post-remand review process did the SP indicate to -
that it might reconsider its original dete1mination of sufficient documentation of the outside 
factors prong. The focus of the SP's final series of inquiries and requests for - was 
exclusively on the Customer Mix Test and- supplied reams of data derived from its guest 
registi·ies. The Denial Notice came "out of the blue" and- can be forgiven for not having 
understood that the basis of the denial was a complete reversal by the SP of its original 
assessment of the outside factors documentation. - sought a reconsideration and 
submitted even more information relating to the Customer Mix Test, obviously believing the 
denial to have been based on it. The Post-Reconsideration Denial Notice issued August 5, 2015 
again repeated the boiler-plate list of all of the Exhibit 4B causation tests and no one with the SP, 
having ~'s request for reconsideration of the Customer Mix Test analysis, ever 
ale1ted ~ the denial was not based on that test but on the changed view of the 
competitor en~umentation. The denial of the claim is overturned and the claim is 
remanded for - to have the opportunity to submit ftnther documentation, if it can, of the 
entiy of a competitor in 201 1. The SP will then make its detennination of the sufficiency of that 
documentation. 




